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Network meta-analysis (NMA) is the golden standard for evidence synthesis in health technology assessment (HTA). Researchers looking to
undertake a NMA under a Bayesian framework face additional complexities, both in terms of methodology and implementation. Bayesian
NMAs differ in model considerations, diagnostic tools and reporting styles when compared to other approaches. Guidance on how to
perform Bayesian NMA for HTA purposes is provided e.g. by National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)3.
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• Data processing, inspection of assumptions and model building can be
repetitive and time consuming, including for time-to-event data.

• Various network meta-analysis packages are available in R, using both
Bayesian4 and frequentist5,6 approaches; however, none of these
packages is capable of parametric modelling of survival data.

• We provide a tool for R 3.5 that unifies the pre-processing and model
computation as well as a method for automated reporting of results.

• The included models are suitable for HTA agency submission, e.g. NICE.
• Our aim is to make data preparation, model fitting and reporting of

results effortless and NMA workflows reproducible.

Methods
• All models are written in WinBUGS but executed from R.
• Included models: fractional polynomials6, Weibull5, exponential,

Gompertz, log-logistic and log-normal.
• Both random and fixed effects models are available for each case.

• Our tool allows survival data to be modelled parametrically using

standard and flexible models, such as fractional polynomial models.

• Our approach enables analysts to produce results quickly and

reliably, while conforming to existing guidelines.

NEW TOOL – SURVIVALNMA

Results
Package vs WinBUGS
• Parallel processing decreased computation time 8-fold.
• All survival models are coded in the package, requiring no extra

coding to perform this case study.
• Data integrity, network connectivity, assumptions and convergence

statistics were all validated internally by the package.
• As the code is fully reproducible, the whole analysis can be

repeated with minimal effort e.g. in case of new data.

• Conducting NMAs is time-consuming but crucial for decision-making in

evidence-based medicine. Survival curve NMA analyses require both

specialist technical knowledge and repetitive work.

• Automation of the process could solve a range of issues currently

present. Repetitive tasks can be sped up. Reproducibility can be

guaranteed under automation. Analyses can be adapted to use new

data or output without additional coding.

• Testing of assumptions, use of correct methodology and validity of code

is crucial for valid inferences on survival data. By implementing a

standardised solution, potential for human error is reduced.

DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION

This open source tool is available for download at:
https://www.github.com/certara/survivalnma

Possible issues Proposed solution
Data extraction
• Digitisation is required to convert 

published plots to data. 

• Invalid inputs can lead to zero or 

undefined likelihood.

• Automatically correct common 

mistakes from digitization.

• Automatically prepare data for 

model validation and plotting.

Data preparation
• WinBUGS models require users to 

label treatments and studies using 

numbers.

• WinBUGS will produce wrong 

results if network is not connected.

• Survival models require extra 

assumptions on proportional 

hazards

• Use input files to assign unique 

numerical identifiers for studies 

and treatments in the network.

• Automatically check if the network 

is connected and valid for analysis.

• Provide tests of proportionality. 

(Scaled Schoenfeld test, Log-

cumulative and QQ plots)

Survival model
• Survival and hazard functions need 

to be programmed for each model.

• R and WinBUGS can use different 

parameterizations.

• Provide ready-to-use code for 

survival and hazard calculations in 

both WinBUGS and R.

• Automatically convert between 

parameterizations.

Model Inference
• Monte Carlo Markov chains (MCMC) 

require manualadjustment of number 

of chains and burn-in iterations to 

achieve convergence.

• Survival analysis with WinBUGS is 

slow, particularly when comparing 

multiple models.

• Spotting and fixing code errors is 

hard for less technical users, 

especially if not familiar with 

Bayesian inference.

• Provide new default values for

model parameters.

• Automatically generate initial 

values that improve convergence.

• Use multi-threaded processing to 

reduce computation time.

• Notify user when model errors 

occur, especially for model 

convergence.

• Include a tutorial for running 

models and spotting errors.

Reporting
• Creating plots and tables of 

survival/hazard is time consuming. 

• Reporting results of multiple 

models involves a lot of repetition.

• Automate plotting and tabulation 

of survival NMA results.

• Use custom template for reporting 

with sectioningfor graphs, numerical 

output and model descriptors.

CASE STUDY

Objective
• To compare the approach of conducting NMAs via our new tool versus

WinBUGS by comparing complexity and reproducibility of analysis.
• To assess treatment efficacy and safety of available interventions in the

treatment of metastatic renal cell carcinoma (mRCC) after prior therapy.

Methods
• Ten fractional polynomial and five other parametric models were

considered, with fixed and random effects – 30 models in total.
• Survival data were reconstructed, via the Guyot7 algorithm
• Proportionality of hazards validated using package’s included testing.
• All models converged well. Convergence was checked automatically

within the package and using extra visual checks.

Output
• Graphical exploration was enabled via the automated generation

of survival/hazard functions and plots for all models.
• A Word document was generated that included model fit statistics for all

models together with their corresponding plots, aiding model selection.
• Sectioning of report was automatic and treatments were identified

with unique colours in all graphical representations.
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